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On Infinitely Divisible Generalized Distributions in Rk

0 uogólnionych rozkładach nieskończenie podzielnych w I,'k 

Об обобщенных, безгранично делимых функциях распределения в Вк

1. Introduction. The concept of generalized probability distribution 
in jRj and suggestions of its applications have been given in [1]. That 
distribution is generated by real function satisfying some regular condi
tions.

The purpose of this note is to extend that concept to Rk and to give 
some facts analogous to those that are well-known in the classical prob
ability theory. The main result of this note gives us a canonical representa
tion of the Lévy-Khi nchine’s type of infinitely divisible generalized dis
tribution. As particular cases we obtain some results of [2].

2. The generalized probability distribution. Now we are going to intro
duce a concept generalized probability distribution in Rk as well as its 
characteristic function.

Definition 1. A generalized distribution function is a function F(x)' 
= EX#!, æ2, ...,xk) on Rk with the following properties:

(1) V is continuous to the left in each variable
(2) F(x)->0 as any one coordinate of x goes to — oo, and F(x)^-1 

as all coordinates of x go to oo.
(3) varF(x) =/|dU(x)|< oo.

/fy.
The class of all functions satisfying (1), (2) and (3) will be denoted by
The distribution function V generates on (Rk, â&k) a countable additive 

set function defined by Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral

Pk(A) = f dV(x),
A

where Ac£k and Pk(Rk) = 1.
The triplet (Rk, âik,Pk) is called the quasiprobability space.
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Definition 2. Fourier-Stieltjes transform of V i.e.

?>(!) = fe^dV(x),
"k

where<t, x> is the scalar product of vectors t and x is called the character
istic function of V.

One can immediately obtain
(a) <p(O) = 1, where 0 = (0, 0, 0),
(b) = <p(t),
(c) |?(t)| < varF(x).

In what follows we need the following theorems:

Theorem 1. For every V t we have

F(x) = a1F1(x) + atFt(x),

where F, and Ft are distribution functions in the classical sense and a, + a2 
= 1.

Theorem 2. Every V t*# has at most a countable set of discontinuity 
hiperplanes.

Theorem 3. If V t then (p (t) is uniformly continuous on Rk.

Proof. Let var V (x) = L < oo. Then for given any e > 0 there exists

T > 0 such that

j |dF(x)| > L-y,
A’(7')

where K(T) = {x : |£C,.| < T, i = 1,2,
By continuity of ei<h,x>, there exists d> 0 such that if ||h|| < 6 and

xtK(T), then

holds, where h = (h,, h2, ..., hk) and = /<h, h>.
Therefore, we have

|y,(t + h)-?(t)|< f |e<<‘+k’I>-e<<‘-*>||dF(x)|
< f |e1<k+M>-e’'<M>||dF(x)| + f |e<<*+h>’‘>-ef<,’,>||dF(x)| 

A(T) R*\B<T)
f |e<<k,I>—1| |dF(x)|+2 f |dF(x)|<e, 

independently of t, which completes the proof.
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Definition 3. A class .T cz 'if of generalized distributions is said to 
be tight if

1° for any given e > 0 there exists a positive number Te such that 
for every Ve .T

f |dV(x)|<e 
Rfc\K(T.)

and if
2° there exists a positive constant C such that var lT(x) < G for every 

y£

Definition 4. A sequence {Tn,»>l} of generalized distributions
is said to be weakly convergent to V (Vn-+V) if lim F„(x) = V(x) at

n-*oo
every point of continuity of V.

If y„-*y as n->oo and VeW, then a sequence {Fn, 1} is said to 
be completly convergent to F(F„Zjy).

By Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 4. Every V t is uniquely determined by its characteristic 
function.

Theorem 5. If c is such that for every V

var F(x) < C,
Rk

where G depends an UK only, then IG is weak compact in the sense of the weak 
convergence.

Theorem 6. Let {V„, n 1} be a sequence of generalized distributions. 
If there exists G such that vary„(x)< G independently of n and if V„-+V 

as «->oo, then for any given K(T) for which

f |dy(x)| = 0

and for an arbitrary continuous and bounded function, defined on K(T)

lim ff(x)dVn(x)= jf(x)dV(x)K(T) K(T)
holds.

Proof. A set K(T) is compact and /(x) is continuous on K(T) so /(x) 
being continuous on the compact set K(T) is uniformly continuous. Hence, 
for any given e > 0 there exists <5 > 0 such that

||x-y||< 6 implies |/(x)-/(y)| <.
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Now, let us divide ^-dimensional cube by the means of (k — 1) dimen
sional hiperplanes continuity of V into cubes i = 1,2,Jf with
diametres less than <5. Let fe(x) denote a simple function being constant 
on every K(Tj) and equal to the value of /(x) at the point being the centre 
of K(T(). Then

f/(x)dF„(x)- J/(x)dF(x)| < | J[/(x)-/.(x)]dF„(x)j

K(T) K(T) K(T)
f.(x)dVn(x)~ I f,(x)dV(x) j + I J [/(x)-/,(x)]dF(x)j

K(T) K(T) 1 K(T}
(x)d[F„(x) — F(x)].

On the basis of the weak convergence of { F„, » > 1} there exists n„ 
such that for n > n0

|Fn(«)-F(»)| < sl3-2kmM

at every point x which is a vertex at least one of cubes K(T{), where 
m = max |/(x)|.

xiK(T)

Hence

J /«(x)d[F„{x)-F(x)] 

X(T<)

£
321

<

and therefore

J f(x)dV„(x)~ J /(x)dF(x) 

K(T) K(T)
< e,

which completes the proof.

Theorem 7. If Vn-+V as n->oo and {Vn} c= .T, where 2T is tight, then 

lim <pn(t) =
W-*OO

where yn(t) and y(t) are the characteristic functions of V„ and V respectively.

Proof. Let us note

— 9>(t)| = | f ei<t,x>dV„(x) — / e*<,,a>dF(x) j

< f 6<<ł-*>dFn(x)| + f ei<ł-x>dV(x)
Kfc\K(T)

+ f e«‘’*>d[Fn(x)-F(x)]
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By the hypothesis and Theorem 6 for any given e > 0 there exist T and 
n0 such that

!?>„(*)—^(t)I < 3e

for ft > n0.
The following example shows that the condition y„zjy is not suffi

cient for 9?„(t)-xp(t).
Let k = 1 and

0 for x < —2ft — 1,

1 for —2ft—1<®< —2ft,

0 for — 2n < x < 0,
V„(x) =

1 for 0 < a? 2»,

0 for 2ft < x < 2n +1,

1 for 2n+l<x.

It is easily to see that Vu(x)^V(x) as ft->oo, where

and

K(a:)
0 for x < 0 

1 for x > 0

1 —2( —1)", g>(t) = 1.

Theorem 8. If a sequence {y>n(t),ft>l} of characteristic functions 
of VH, where {y„, ft > 1} c .y and is tight, converges to f at every point 
teRk, then ynzjy as n^-oo and f is characteristic function of V.

Proof. By Theorem 5 there is a subsequence fc >1} of the sequence 
{y,„ ft > 1} such that Vn.->V, where V is a function of bounded variation. 
By the assumption that {F,lfc} c .T and on the basis of Theorem 7

= /(») as ft*->oo

where

<p(t) = f ^dVtx). 
ns

Since, by the same reason, every subsequence {FW/} contains a sub
sequence {F»*_} which weakly converges to some V uniquely determined 
by then the sequence {V„,n^l} completely converges to V as
ft-*OO.
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The convolution of two generalized distributions Fx and F„ in Rk is 
defined by the formula

F3(z) = (Fx* F2)(z) = f F1(z-x)dF2(x).

Now, let us observe that if 1'jtZ and F2e^’, then F3eZ'.
Moreover, it is possible to find such generalized distributions Fx and

F2 that
var(F1*F2)(z) > max (varFjfxJ, varF2(x,))

2. Infinitely divisible generalized distributions in Rk.

Definition 5. A generalized distribution V is called infinitely divisible 
if for any integer n there exists a generalized distribution V„ such that

F(z) = F<„n)(z),

where F*"’ denotes w-fold convolutions of F„ and {F„, n > 1} c= .y~, where 
is tight.

Theorem 9. The characteristic function of infinitely divisible distribution 
has no zeros.

Theorem 10. The convolution of infinitely divisible of generalized dis
tributions is infinitely divisible.

Theorem 11. If {V„,n^l} is a sequence of infinitely divisible of ge
neralized distributions such that F*^(x) = F„(x) {F„>p(x)} c y and

limFn(x) = F(x),
w->oo

then V (x) cZ and it is infinitely divisible.
The above theorems can be proved analogously to the theorems for

classical distributions.

Definition 6. A generalized distribution F is said to be infinitely 
divisible in narrow sense if it is infinitely divisible and it satisfies the fol
lowing conditions

(i)
f iwi2 

" J 1 + llxll2
Kk

\dv„\ < C,

where C is independent of n, and for any given e > 0 there is T, > 0 such 
that

" J ITWHk\KCTt)
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where K(Tr) = {x :< Te} and vn is a countable function of set
ri

defined on &fk corresponding to F„(x).

Theorem 12. Let a, 6 and y denote a vector in llk, a matrix of order k 
and a countable additive f unction of set such that

I |djw| < °° and I |d/<| = 0 respectively. 
nk [oi

The f unction y> defined by

y>(t) = i<a, t> — jt6t' i<t,x> \ i+iwi2 
1 + IWI»/ 11x11» 71

Ri- '

determines uniquely a, 6 and y.
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of classical theory.

Theorem 13. T/ic logarithm of characteristic function of infinitely divis
ible in the narrow sense generalised distribution is uniquely represented 
in the form

log<p(t) = f<a, t> — jt6tT +
i<t, x>\ 1 + ||xl|2 
1 H-llxll2"] ||x||2_^’

where a, 6 and y are the same as above.
Proof. On the basis of infinitely divisibility of V, we have

log<p(t) = lim w(<p„(t)—l) — lim n | (e,<*’’>—l)dr„.
n-*OO W-*OO

Let us define a countable additive function of set y„ by

f llx||2
= n J T+iwf

t- X
Then

n f 
4

f «<t, x)" J1—

Rk

-l„ J-J

Kfc

\2<t, *' 
+ llxll»

dr.
■ + lix

*<t, x) 1 <t,x)2\
1 + 11x11» + 2 1 +||x||* / P"'

where the integral function is defined at point 0 as the limit with
||x||—>0.
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Let us choose a subsequence n'such that ци.->цй

- t6n,tT = n À f 2 2 J 1, 1 Г X> J 1 tg'tT—to t
«* • + llx

.as n ->oo 
Then

logf/>(t) = lim n' I — 
n'->OO 1

r i<t, x> 1' ‘ 4’ z dvn,------ tôt1
+ IWI

I2 ’* 2

i<t>x>2 I 1 <t>x>2\1 + Ha. 
И l + ||x||2 + 2 l + ||x||2/ ||x||2 Po

**k

and therefore there exists

lim n', f i<t, *>_ 
1 + IWI2J

nk
dvn,

which we denote by i <a,t>.
Now putting /г(А) = /<0(Л.\[О]), we obtain

log^(t) = i<a,t>+Jt-rt2’-|t6'tr+ J
Bk '

where

1 t .r 1 f <bx>2 7
2 2 J ||x||2

Bk
Denoting

|t6tT = |t6't2' —|tTtT,
we have

Bk

log^c, 1.6.- + f (.-<«-1 - ) 1

what completes the proof.
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy określono uogólnione rozkłady prawdopodobieństwa genero
wane przez funkcje rzeczywiste spełniające pewne warunki regularności. 
Głównym wynikiem pracy jest wzór typu Lóvy-Chinczyna dla uogólnio
nych rozkładów nieskończenie podzielnych.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В работе определяются обобщенные функции распределения, инду
цированные вещественными функциями, удовлетворяющими некото
рым условиям регулярности. Главным результатом работы является 
формула типа II. Леви-А. Хинчина для обобщенных безгранично-де
лимых распределений.
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